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It's betteer to ask for forgiveness than permis sion. With th
hat as a
guiding sstar I try to think
t
outside
e the box toggether with my
m team.
Our goaal is to changge the way th
he society annd our clientss think
about stormwater an
nd with that inspire them
m to action.
I am a civil engineer from LTH an
nd have workked with cityyplaning
from a sttormwater and
a cloudburrst perspecti ve for the last 15 years.
Both as a planner, deesigner and project leadeer for pipes and
a
stormwaater facilitiess and for the last 10 yearrs with strate
egic question
ns. Since 20114 the main focus
f
in
my workk has been clloudburst ma
anagement ffrom differen
nt angels.
I am currently the prroject leaderr for VA SYD’ s flood manaagement pro
oject Buildingg flood resilieence –
togetherr. The projecct has a heavy emphasis oon communiication in ord
der to achievve behaviourral
change aamongst clieents, with the
e higher goall of reducingg negative im
mpact on the environmen
nt. I also
work part time as a stormwater
s
and cloudbuurst expert att Svenskt Vattten.

Nina SSteiner, Communica
C
ations officeer at VA SYD
nina.steiiner@vasyd..se
Strategicc and creativve expert in the
t communnications field
d, with a
strong fo
ocus on sustaainability. I have
h
a passioon for drivingg change in
complexx environmen
nts with man
ny stakehold ers. Convincced that
courage,, creativity and team work are imporrtant successs factors, no
matter w
what businesss you are in.
Degree in Media and
d Communications from Lund Univerrsity,
combineed with political science, cultural geoography and intercultural
commun
nication.
Almost 225 years of work
w
experience, mainly ffrom public sector, but also
a from fivee years of be
eing self‐
employeed.
Focus is on strategic communication in relatiion to sustainability, behavioural chaange and branding.
Deeper kknowledge of
o nudging te
echniques. Foor two and a half years I was responssible for exte
ernal
commun
nications, weeb and media
a relations foor VA SYD’s research
r
com
mpany, Swedden Water Re
esearch.
I am currently managging the com
mmunication for VA SYD’s flood mana
agement prooject Building
g flood
resilience – togetherr. The projectt has a heavyy emphasis on
o communiccation in ordder to achievve
behaviou
ural change amongst clie
ents, with thee higher goaal of reducing
g negative im
mpact on the
e
environm
ment.
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Steve Moddemeyer is a principal
of Collinswoerman with 30 years’
experience leading governments,
land owners, and project teams
towards increased sustainability
and resilience. He creates
tools, policies and programs
that empower communities to
implement resilience principles
into planning for land use and
urban infrastructure. He works
on climate change adaptation,
sustainability strategies for large
urban redevelopments, and
advanced sustainability strategies
for land owners, cities, counties,
and utilities.

Years of Experience: 30
Years with CollinsWoerman: 11
Affiliations: Member: National

Academies of Sciences Resilient
America Roundtable; Advisor:
University of Washington Masters
in Infrastructure Management and
Planning; Member: IUCS CEM
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Education: Bachelor of

Landscape Architecture,
University of Washington
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CV Wolfgang Rauch
Wolfgang Rauch was born in
1959. He studied Civil
Engineering at the Technical
University of Graz, Austria
and at ETH, the Swiss Federal
Institute of Technology,
where he also graduated in
1985. For the six succeeding
years after graduation he has
been working as a practitioner
in the field of civil and
environmental
engineering
consulting. During this period
he also conducted part time
doctoral research at the
Institute of Environmental
Engineering,
University
Innsbruck in Austria finishing 1991 on the topic
of spreading patterns of temperature anomalies
in the groundwater.
In 1994 he was awarded a post-doctoral
fellowship (FWF Schrödinger grant) which he
spent at the Department of Environment and
Resources
(formerly
Department
of
Environmental Science and Engineering),
Technical University of Denmark. His research
on the behaviour of integrated urban drainage
systems led not only to a successful
collaboration with the Department but was also
the topic of his advanced degree (Habilitation)
in environmental engineering which he
obtained in 1997 from the University Innsbruck.
In 1997 he was again awarded a fellowship, this
time for research at BIOMATH, Department of
applied mathematics, biometrics and process
control at the University Gent, Belgium. Later
this year he started working as Research
Associate Professor at the Department of
Environment and Resources, Technical
University of Denmark and in 1999 he joined
the environmental engineering group at
EAWAG, Swiss Federal Institute for
Environmental Science and Technology. In
2002 he returned to the University of Innsbruck
as being appointed full professor for sanitary
engineering. Since 2004 he is head of the
Institute of Infrastructure Engineering.

During this whole period his
research encompassed modelling
and analysis of the complete urban
water infrastructure system by
focussing especially on water
pollution, drainage and the
integrative aspects of urban water
management. Since being in
Innsbruck he not only maintains an
active research profile in the fields
already mentioned but expands his
research interest also towards
application of innovative software
methods in the field as well as
modelling
of
urban
water
management on a city scale. His
research group on modelling and
systems analysis encompasses app. ten
academic positions, mostly external funded.
Wolfgang Rauch has published more than 200
papers in peer-reviewed journals, among others
in Science (345/6198). He holds an h-factor of
42 (Google Scholar). He is well known in the
international community due to his activity in
international organisations. Among others he
served as a member of the IWA task group on
river water quality modelling and chaired the
Joint Committee of IAHR and IWA on Urban
Drainage in the period 2002 to 2005. Between
2013 and 2016 he acted as Chair of the IWA
Program Committee and was nominated as
IWA Fellow in 2015. In 2014 he was appointed
to chair the evaluation committee of the
engineering sector of Norway. He served for
more than a decade as editor of the most
important journal in the field that is Water
Research and since 2014 as Editor in Chief for
the journal Water Science and Technology. In
2017 he got the award for extraordinary
research achievements which stands for the
highest scientific recognition from the
University Innsbruck and in 2018 the IWA
Outstanding Service Award.

Adjuncct Professoor Lena Blom,
B
strat
ategist and
d
researcch and devvelopmentt managerr,
Gothennburg Cityy department of susttainable
waste aand water. Lena is also
a an adjjunct
professsor in susttainable water
w
and w
waste wateer
system
ms at Chalm
mers Univ
versity of
Technoology. Herr research
h and workk focuses on
o
workinng in the areas
a
of su
ustainable drinking
and waaste water systems with
w a brooad perspective focu
using on deecision su
upport
tools fo
for compleex decision
ns. E.g. p lanning fo
or water in
n the city eexpecting
climatee change is
i a huge challenge
c
where diffferent stak
keholders need to meet
m
and unnderstand each
e
otherr to make it possiblee to make the right m
measure.
Anotheer great chhallenge iss how to fi
finance thee needed measures.
m

dr.ir. Frans H.M. van de Ven
Frans van de Ven is team leader Urban Land &
Water Management at Deltares, the Netherlands
institute for delta technology, and he is associate
professor Urban Water Management at the
Faculty of Civil Engineering and Geosciences of
Delft University of Technology. With his
colleagues at Deltares he is working on flood and
climate resilient, subsidence-free cities, while
aiming at reduction of the environmental
footprint of urban systems. This includes research into (1) improved concepts for resilient
urban water management, (2) better methods for engineering urban water systems and for
control of water quantity, water quality, demands and supply and (3) urban planning and
design support tools to implement these improved concepts and methods.
Major research projects of him and his team are
 Urban flood risk management; effectiveness, planning and design of blue-green
interventions;
 Climate vulnerability and resilience of urban areas; adaptation strategies and urban water
planning;
 Heat stress and urban evapotranspiration / water as solar heat collector;
 Transition management to achieve more sustainable systems of urban water management
and water supply;
 Urban water quality management; public health aspects of urban water systems
 Improving urban drainage modelling for risk assessment and system adaptation.

Maria Roldin
Maria Roldin has an MSc degree in Environmental
Engineering with specialization in Water Resources
Management from Lund University in Sweden (2007),
and a PhD degree in Water and Environmental
Engineering from the Technical University of Denmark
(2012). She has been working as a consultant at DHI
Sweden since 2012 with projects related to sewer and
stormwater management and modeling, flooding and
groundwater modeling.
During her PhD, Maria specialized in modeling of
integrated stormwater-groundwater systems and
effects of stormwater infiltration on local and regional
groundwater levels. Her work was mainly related to
small-scale open stormwater structures, so called Low
Impact Development systems (LIDs) or Sustainable Urban Drainage systems (SUDS). Working
with integrated water modeling has since then been one of her main fields of expertise,
covering interactions between groundwater, surface waters, sewer systems, tunnel systems
and mines. During her years as consultant she has also performed several studies related to
stormwater pollutants, stormwater quality and stormwater treatment.
In the more recent years, Maria has been involved in several projects related to online real
time control and forecasting systems of sewer networks, including development of new
modeling concepts (so called surrogate models) to improve computational speed for large
sewer tunnel models. The models are currently in operation for two of the largest cities in
Sweden (Gothenburg and Lund), providing real time control possibilites for short time
handling of high flow situations, as well as decision support for long term planning purposes.
Maria’s expertise in integrated water modeling, in particular related to systems with sewergroundwater interaction, is well known within DHI globally, and she is frequenty invited as
an expert to assist with model and or software development for integrated modeling
systems combining natural and urban waters.

